at 8-years-old. Sylvia and her brother had
to attend a “Mexican” school because they
were dark skinned and had a Mexicansounding last name.
Her parents sued in Mendez vs.
Westminister which eventually brought an
end to segregation in the Orange County
California schools. Sylvia was one of
the first Hispanics to attend an allwhite school.
In 2011, she was awarded
the Presidential Medal
of Freedom.

CULTURAL
AWARENESS

OBSERVANCE

Sylvia Mendez was a civil rights activist

National Hispanic
Heritage Month

Sept. 15 - Oct. 15

Hispanic Heritage Month celebrates the histories,
cultures, and contributions of Americans whose
ancestors came from Spain, Mexico, the Caribbean,
and Central and South America.
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go to www.deomi.org for more observance information

This month stands out from other cultural
observances because it spans two different
months: September and October. The dates were
chosen to coincide with important events in many
communities, including several independence days
throughout Latin America.

Do you know the history of the Vaquero?

The cowboy is a staple of American culture, but that American icon has
roots south of the border.
The vaquero, the Spanish term for “cowboy,” was a ranch hand who drove
the cattle from Mexico into what is now the Southwestern United States.
When Spanish settlers brought the longhorn to the Southwest, they also
brought a centuries-old tradition of cattle wrangling. Ranching, branding,
and trail driving were long-established traditions in Spain and later
in Mexico.
2

In 2011, Sergeant First Class Leroy Petry received the
U.S. military’s highest decoration, the Medal of Honor. He is the second
living Soldier to receive the Medal of Honor for actions in Iraq and
Afghanistan.
During his seventh deployment, SFC Petry was part of a team to capture
a Taliban target. Despite being wounded, he continued to fight and
lead his team. When a grenade landed between him and his men, SFC
Petry grabbed the grenade saving the soldiers’ lives. Sadly, the grenade
exploded, severing his right hand.
He continued to serve as an Army Ranger until his retirement
in 2014.
7

Hispanic Acrostic Poem

In an acrostic poem, the first letter of each line spells out the subject
of the poem. Write an acrostic poem for the word below.

Even common cowboy terms have their roots in this
unique culture!
Can you match the word with its definition?

H________________________
I ________________________
S ________________________
P ________________________
A ________________________
N ________________________
I _________________________
C ________________________

1. Dinero
2. Concinero
3. Dude
4. Rodeo
5. Chaparral
6. Vamos
7. Burro
8. Mustang
9. Sombrero
10. Poncho
11. Hondo
12. Lasso
13. Chaps
14. Bronco
15. Lariat
16. Amigo

A. friend
B. From the Mexican-Spanish word potro
bronco, meaning wild horse
C. Originated with Spanish word for “mule”
D. Dense thicket or area of terrain with heavy
undergrowth
E. Leather coverings for the legs. Derived from
Spanish word, “chapaderos”
F. Money, pay, or wages
G. From lo dudo “a doubtful person”
H. The ‘eye’ at the front end of the rope
through which the other end passes to make
a loop
I. From el lazo, derived from the Spanish word
la reata meaning to catch of fasten “the rope”
J. From lazo meaning loop or tie
K. Comes from the Spanish word, mestena
which translates to, a group of wild horses
L. English speakers use the Spanish word for
a covering made from a wool blanket
M. From rodear (circling the herd)
N. Spanish term for male cook or chuck
wagon cook		
O. Spanish term for broad brimmed hat, from
the Spanish word sombra meaning shade
P. Means, “Let’s go”

Answer Key:
1F, 2N, 3G, 4M, 5D, 6P, 7C, 8K, 9O, 10L, 11H, 12J, 13E, 14B, 15I,16A.
6
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Postage stamps do much more than just make it possible for your mail to
be delivered. For over 150 years, the U.S. Postal Service’s (USPS) Stamp
Program has celebrated the people, events, and cultural milestones that form
our unique American experience.

Design a postage stamp that could be part of a
Hispanic Heritage stamp series. The stamp might
show a famous Hispanic American or some aspect
of Hispanic-American history or culture.

Stamps help tell the story of our shared heritage — one that is rich in diversity.
4 Since 1869, the USPS has issued more than 50 stamps celebrating Hispanic Heritage!
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